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Welcome:
The Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), in cooperation with the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) thanks you for attending this public hearing for the Henderson Interchange
project. In compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), NDOT has prepared an
Environmental Assessment for the Henderson Interchange Project. Decisions made as part of this NEPA
study will lead to final design and ultimately construction. This public hearing also serves as the
opportunity to provide comments concerning cultural resources in the project area in compliance with
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. The purpose of the Henderson Interchange
Project is to eliminate existing roadway deficiencies in the Henderson Interchange and surrounding
roadways, provide transportation improvements to serve existing and future growth areas, restore local
traffic connectivity, and accommodate regional and local plans.
This hearing will be an open-house format from 4 to 7 p.m., with a brief project presentation at 5:30 p.m.
Before and after the presentation, you can view displays and individually discuss the interchange with
project representatives.
You can provide input in several ways:
1. You may make an oral statement to the court reporter, who will be available throughout the entire
in-person hearing.
2. You may fill out the comment form attached to this handout and deposit it in the comment box or
give the completed form to one of the project representatives.
3. The public hearing record will remain open for two weeks following this hearing. If you would prefer
to write a letter or mail your completed comment form and any exhibits, these will become part of
the public transcript for this hearing if received by July 7, 2022, at this address:
David Bowers, PE, Project Manager
NDOT
123 E. Washington Street
Las Vegas, NV 89101
4. You may email your comments to henderson.interchange@dot.nv.gov. Email comments will be
accepted until 5 p.m., July 7, 2022.
5. Through July 7, 2022, you can access the project’s virtual public hearing site via
dot.nv.gov/hendersoninterchange, where you can sign up for project updates, view materials and
videos, and provide comments/questions.
Thank you for attending this informational hearing and for your interest in this project.
Sincerely,

David Bowers

David Bowers, PE, Project Manager
NDOT

23 de Junio de 2022
Bienvenido:
El Departamento de Transportación de Nevada (NDOT), en cooperación con la Administración Federal de
Carreteras (FHWA) le agradece su asistencia a esta audiencia pública para el proyecto del Intercambio de
Henderson. En cumplimiento de la Ley Nacional de Política Medioambiental de 1969 (NEPA), NDOT ha
preparado una Evaluación Medioambiental para el Proyecto de Intercambio de Henderson. Las decisiones
tomadas en el marco de este estudio de la NEPA conducirán al diseño final y, en última instancia, a la
construcción. Esta audiencia pública también sirve como oportunidad para proporcionar comentarios
sobre los recursos culturales en el área del proyecto en cumplimiento de la Sección 106 de la Ley Nacional
de Preservación Histórica de 1966. El objetivo del proyecto del Intercambio de Henderson es eliminar las
deficiencias existentes en el Intercambio de Henderson y en las carreteras de los alrededores,
proporcionar mejoras en el transporte para dar servicio a las áreas de crecimiento existentes y futuras,
restaurar la conectividad del tráfico local y adaptarse a los planes regionales y locales.
Esta audiencia tendrá un formato de puertas abiertas de 4 a 7 p.m., con una breve presentación del
proyecto a las 5:30 p.m. Antes y después de la presentación, podrá ver las exposiciones y discutir
individualmente el intercambio con los representantes del proyecto.
Puede contribuir de varias maneras:
1. Puede hacer una declaración oral ante el taquígrafo judicial, que estará disponible durante toda la
audiencia presencial.
2. Puede llenar el formulario de comentarios adjunto a este volante y depositarlo en la caja de
comentarios o entregar el formulario completo a uno de los representantes del proyecto.
3. El registro de la audiencia pública permanecerá abierto durante dos semanas después de esta
audiencia. Si prefiere escribir una carta o enviar por correo su formulario de comentarios
cumplimentado y cualquier prueba, éstos pasarán a formar parte de la transcripción pública de esta
audiencia si se reciben antes del 7 de Julio de 2022, en esta dirección:
David Bowers, PE, Project Manager
NDOT
123 E. Washington Street
Las Vegas, NV 89101
4. Puede enviar sus comentarios por correo electrónico a henderson.interchange@dot.nv.gov. Los
comentarios por correo electrónico se aceptarán hasta las 5:00 p.m. del 7 de Julio de 2022.
5. Hasta el 7 de Julio de 2022, puede acceder al sitio de la audiencia pública virtual del proyecto a través
de dot.nv.gov/hendersoninterchange, donde puede inscribirse para recibir actualizaciones del
proyecto, ver materiales y vídeos, y hacer comentarios/preguntas.
Gracias por asistir a esta audiencia informativa y por su interés en este proyecto.
Sinceramente,

David Bowers

David Bowers, PE, Project Manager
NDOT

HENDERSON INTERCHANGE
BACKGROUND

The Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), along with
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and other project
partners, has prepared an environmental assessment (EA),
as required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
for the Henderson Interchange project. The EA evaluates
improvements to the interchange and provides in-depth
analysis of the potential environmental impacts that may occur
as a result of those improvements.

STUDY AREA

The study area limits are from Galleria Drive on I-515 to
Horizon Drive on I-11, and from Valle Verde Drive on I-215 to
Van Wagenen Street on Lake Mead Parkway.

WHY IS THE PROJECT NEEDED?

The Henderson Interchange was constructed between 2004-2006,
when Clark County had a population of approximately 1.5 million
residents. With Clark County’s population increase to more than
2.4 million, the interchange needs to be improved to accommodate
increased traffic demands. The Henderson Interchange Project is
needed to address roadway deficiencies that could contribute to
crashes and travel delays, restore connectivity, and accommodate
regional and local plans. Traffic safety will further degrade as
higher crash rates are experienced in and around the Henderson
Interchange.

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
•
•
•
•

Eliminate existing roadway deficiencies in the Henderson
Interchange and surrounding roadways
Provide transportation improvements to serve existing and
future growth areas
Restore local traffic connectivity
Accommodate regional and local plans

PROJECT COSTS

Project costs for the Build Alternative are estimated to be
approximately $335 million. Further refinement of the design will
bring more specific cost estimates.

HENDERSON INTERCHANGE
PROJECT
ALTERNATIVES

The EA evaluates the No Build
Alternative and the Build Alternative.
The No Build Alternative would take
no action to address the existing
deficiencies and safety concerns
within the project limits. The Build
Alternative is a crossover style
interchange with the east-west
highway directions crossing each
other at special grade separation
structures east and west of the central
interchange.

ANTICIPATED TIMELINE

We are currently in the NEPA (Environmental)
phase of the project. Once the NEPA study
is complete, final design, right-of-way
acquisition, and construction may proceed.

RESOURCES

For more information on
this project:
https://www.dot.nv.gov/
hendersoninterchange.
For more information on NEPA:
https://www.epa.gov/nepa.
For more information on Planning and Environmental Linkages:
https://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/env_initiatives/pel.aspx.

CONTACT INFORMATION
David Bowers, PE, Project Manager
702.582.9933 (Project Information)
henderson.interchange@dot.nv.gov
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Where is the project?
The Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT)
and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
have prepared an Environmental Assessment (EA)
as required by the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) for the Henderson Interchange project.
The proposed project would reconstruct the
Henderson Interchange to increase traffic capacity
and reduce travel delay on Interstate 11 (I-11),
Interstate 215 (I-215), Interstate 515 (I-515), Lake
Mead Parkway (SR 564), and the surrounding
freeway ramps. The limits of the project area Valle
Verde Drive to the west, Galleria Drive to the
north, Horizon Drive to the south, and Van
Wagenen Street to the east (see Figure 1).
Why is the project needed?
A combination of the following critical needs
demonstrates why improvements must be
considered for the Henderson Interchange:
•

•

•
•

Roadway deficiencies will continue to
contribute to travel delays (see Figure 2
and Table 1).
Existing travel delays will worsen with
project increases in passenger vehicles,
trucks, and public transit vehicles along I11, I-215, I-515, and Lake Mead Parkway.
Connectivity to surrounding roadways
needs to be restored to improve access.
Traffic safety will further degrade as higher
crash rates are experienced in and around the
Henderson Interchange.

Figure 1. Project Location
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Figure 2. Existing Roadway Deficiencies

What is the purpose of this project?
The purpose of the project is to:
•
•
•
•

Eliminate existing roadway deficiencies in the Henderson Interchange and surrounding roadways.
Provide transportation improvements to serve existing and future growth areas.
Restore local traffic connectivity.
Accommodate regional and local plans.
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1.
2.

3.

Table 1. How Does the Build Alternative Address the Need for the Project?
Why is the Project Needed?
How Does the Build Alternative Address the Need for the Project?

I-215 eastbound to I-11 southbound interchange ramp merges from 2 lanes
to 1 lane. This merge results in vehicles waiting in line on the ramp and on
eastbound I-215.
The weaving movement on I-215 westbound between the system
interchange ramps and the Gibson Road off-ramp resulted in increased travel
time and delay. In 2017, I-215 was re-striped and barriers were placed to
prevent motorists on Lake Mead Parkway and I-215 West from exiting at
Gibson Road. These barriers eliminated access for westbound motorists to
exit at Gibson Road.
The weaving movement on I-215 eastbound between the Gibson Road onramp and the system interchange ramps results in increased travel time and
delay. Traffic on eastbound I-215 experiences speeds as slow as 40 miles per
hour during the PM peak period. This segment also exceeds statewide
average for crashes.

4.

The I-215 eastbound system ramp merges on to I-515 northbound, followed
by the Auto Show Drive on-ramp merge. These ramp merges occur within
about 1/4 mile and do not include an auxiliary or parallel merge lane. These
successive merges result in traffic slowing to
50 miles per hour on the freeway.

5.

Traffic exiting southbound I-11 to Horizon Drive extends to mainline I-11 as a
result of deficiencies along Horizon Drive at the interchange.

6.

The southbound I-515 to westbound I-215 system interchange ramp
experiences substantial travel delay. Traffic backs up on southbound I-515
and blocks the on-ramp from Auto Show Drive.
Westbound Lake Mead Parkway drops from 2 lanes to 1 lane at the system
interchange. This lane reduction results in traffic extending to the Lake Mead
Parkway and Eastgate Road intersection. Lake Mead Parkway exceeds the
statewide average crash rate for urban principal arterials.

7.

The Build Alternative would include two 12-foot-wide lanes on the I-215 eastbound
to I-11 southbound ramp, eliminating the merge to one lane.
The Build Alternative would remove the barriers on I-215 westbound and restore
connectivity for motorists traveling from Lake Mead Parkway to Gibson Road.

The Build Alternative reduces the I-215 eastbound weaving movements by
separating the traffic heading to northbound I-515 via a median (left-side exit) from
the traffic heading to southbound I-11 via a right-hand exit prior to Gibson Road.
The configuration reduces the concentration of vehicles on the outside lanes of the
freeway. Additionally, the ramp to I-515 southbound is located earlier, between the
Gibson Road off- and on-ramps.
The Build Alternative separates traffic from eastbound I-215 entering northbound I515 via a median entrance on the left from the Auto Show Drive on-ramp entrance
on the right; and repurposes the existing on-ramp from I-215 to I-515 to instead
convey the much lower traffic volumes from westbound Lake Mead Parkway to
northbound I-515. While the successive right-side merges would be retained, the
traffic volumes would be reduced to a point that can be accommodated by the
successive merges.
The Build Alternative would construct an auxiliary lane on southbound I-11 that is
forced to exit at the Horizon Drive interchange. The auxiliary lane is anticipated to
prevent backups and slowdowns at the Horizon Drive interchange from impacting
traffic flow on I-11.
The Build Alternative would construct a three-lane (in each direction) median-tomedian connection between I-215 and I-515. This median connector would
accommodate future projected traffic volumes.
The Build Alternative includes 2 lanes for westbound Lake Mead Parkway through
the system interchange. Lake Mead Parkway would be 4 lanes in each direction
between Eastgate Road/Fiesta Henderson Boulevard and Van Wagenen Street.
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Next Steps in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Process
•
•

Review and address comments received during the Environmental Assessment (EA) public
review period.
Request FHWA approval of the Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI).

Environmental Summary
•
•
•

The EA was prepared to analyze potential environmental and social impacts in compliance with
NEPA.
The EA identifies why the project is needed, the purpose of the project, alternatives considered,
existing environmental and social conditions, potential impacts, and mitigation measures.
NDOT considered comments received at the Public Information Meeting held July 22, 2021, and
from other public, agency, and stakeholder interactions by incorporating design refinements as
part of the Build Alternative.

Table 2 summarizes the impacts and mitigation measures for the No Build Alternative and the Build
Alternative.
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Resource 1
Biological Resources
(Section 3.1.1)

Floodplains
(Section 3.1.2)

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts
No impact.

No impact.

No impact.

No impact.

If construction alters any breeding habitat (vegetation/structure removal) that
occurs during the migratory bird breeding season (March 1 through July 31),
the contractor shall employ a qualified biologist (one with experience in bird
identification, general nesting behavior, nest and egg identification, and
knowledge of habitat requirements for migratory birds) to conduct a
migratory bird nest search of all vegetation within seven days prior to
commencement of construction activities. This shall include burrowing and
ground nesting species in addition to those nesting in vegetation. Vegetation
may be removed if it has been surveyed and no active bird nests are present.
The contractor shall avoid any active nests.
The contractor shall maintain an appropriately-sized buffer area if any active
nests (containing eggs or young) are found and must avoid the area until the
young birds fledge.
The contractor will develop and follow a Noxious Weed Management Plan to
prevent the establishment and spread of Nevada State listed noxious weeds
per Nevada Revised Statute 555.
The Build Alternative improvements require modifications to existing CCRFCD
Master Plan and local drainage facilities that exist along the project corridor
and are summarized in the Water Resources Technical Memorandum.
Potential impacts to existing drainage facilities to accommodate the Build
Alternative include relocation of drop inlets and storm drain;
extending/shortening storm drain laterals; relocating storm drain systems and
channels; and extending culvert crossings. Overall, conveyance of stormwater
will maintain historic drainage patterns with minor rerouting to accommodate
new bridges through extension and rebuild of existing drainage facilities. The
Build Alternative would not adversely affect existing flow patterns, thereby
avoiding impacts to downstream facilities and adjacent properties.

Data collection and analysis determined that the following environmental resources and other factors are not applicable to the study area or would only be very
minimally affected by the proposed project: Biological Resources (Section 3.1.1), Floodplains (Section 3.1.2), Water Resources (Section 3.1.3), Energy Resources and
Minerals (Section 3.1.4), Environmental Justice (Section 3.1.5), Cultural Resources (Section 3.1.6).

1
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Resource 1
Water Resources:
Waters of the United
States
Section 3.1.3

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts
No impact.

No impact.

Water Resources:
Water Quality
(Section 3.1.3)

No impact.

No impact.

Land Use and
Socioeconomic
Conditions: Land Use
and Planning
(Section 3.2)

No impact.

The Build Alternative meets goals
and policies identified in the
Henderson Strong Comprehensive
Plan and Master Transportation
Plan.
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The project will require a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 404 Permit
(Nationwide Permit 14). The project will also require a Section 401 Water
Quality Certification issued by Nevada Division of Environmental Protection
(NDEP), Bureau of Water Quality Planning, as required for a USACE 404
Permit.
NDOT will implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) during construction.
As part of the development of BMPs for the project, NDOT’s construction
contractor must file a Notice of Intent with NDEP’s Bureau of Water Pollution
Control to obtain coverage under the General Permit for Stormwater
Discharges Associated with Construction Activity (NVR100000). A Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) will be developed before the Notice of
Intent is submitted. The SWPPP will outline temporary and permanent
erosion and sediment controls, locate stormwater discharge points, and
describe BMPs to be implemented to prevent or reduce stormwater pollutant
discharge associated with construction activities to the maximum extent
practical.
NDOT and the City of Henderson will implement temporary erosion control
and stormwater control measures during construction per the NDOT Storm
Water Quality Manuals (References 4 and 5). Typical BMPs that may be
selected for this project include:
• Street sweeping and vacuuming during construction
• Storm drain inlet protection
• Fiber rolls, silt fences, and gravel bag berms
• Stockpile and construction site management
None.
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Resource 1
Land Use and
Socioeconomic
Conditions: Right-ofway Acquisition
(Section 3.2)
Land Use and
Socioeconomic
Conditions:
Temporary
Construction
Easements
(Section 3.2)
Land Use and
Socioeconomic
Conditions:
Population:
Community
Cohesion,
Community Facilities,
and Services
(Section 3.2)
Land Use and
Socioeconomic
Conditions: Traffic
Circulation and
Access
(Section 3.2)

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts
No impact.

The Build Alternative would not
result in the acquisition of new
right-of-way and would not
require the relocation of homes or
businesses.
The Build Alternative would result
in a temporary construction
easement of 0.13 acre from the
Fiesta Henderson property.

None.

No impact.

Residents who travel the
Henderson Interchange would
benefit from the improved
connectivity and access under the
Build Alternative.

None.

The existing traffic
backups and travel delay
are predicted to worsen.

The Build Alternative would result
in improved traffic operations in
comparison to the No Build
Alternative and would restore
access to Gibson Road from
westbound Lake Mead Parkway
and to southbound I-515 at Auto
Show Drive to westbound I-215.

NDOT will develop a plan to communicate with the public and property
owners regarding construction schedule, street closures, and detours
throughout construction. Access to residences and business will be
maintained during construction. NDOT will maintain Americans with
Disabilities Act-compliant pedestrian access, including temporary safe street
crossings and sidewalks.

No impact.
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Property owners are protected by the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
Property Acquisition Policy Act of 1970 (Uniform Act).
NDOT will pay fair market value for the loss or use of any property.
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Resource 1
Traffic Noise and
Vibration
(Section 3.3)

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts
Receivers in Areas 5, 6,
7, and 9 are predicted to
meet or exceed the
Noise Abatement
Criteria (NAC) under the
No Build Alternative

Receivers in Areas5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11,
and 12 are predicted to meet or
exceed the NAC under the Build
Alternative without mitigation.
New traffic noise mitigation is not
proposed in Areas 7 and 12 due to
the current land use and limited
noise sensitive areas.
Construction noise would be
temporary, intermittent, and the
intensity would vary for different
areas of the project and
construction activity. Construction
operations will adhere to local
construction noise ordinances.
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To reduce construction noise impacts and vibration, NDOT will require that its
contractor maintain and operate motorized equipment in compliance with all
local, state, and federal laws and regulations relating to noise levels. All
motorized construction equipment will have mufflers installed in accordance
with the equipment manufacturer’s specifications or a system of equivalent
noise-reducing capacity. Mufflers and exhaust systems will be maintained in
good operating condition and free of leaks and holes. If feasible, new and
replacement traffic noise barriers and screening walls will be constructed
early in each phase to mitigate construction noise.
NDOT will minimize the use of vibratory equipment and conduct highvibration construction during the day, where feasible and appropriate.
The Build Alternative will construct three new soundwalls in the following
locations:
• Area 6 – eastbound I-215 from just west of Gibson Road to the system
interchange (see Figure 3.5). This soundwall will be approximately 11.5
feet high for 1,492 feet and 13.5 feet high for 2,057 feet, for a total
distance of 4,549 feet.
• Area 8 and 9 – southbound I-11 from UPRR crossing to Horizon Drive offramp (see Figure 3.6). This soundwall will be approximately 6,240 feet in
length and 11.5 feet in height.
• Area 11 – northbound I-11 from Horizon Drive on-ramp to the UPRR
crossing (see Figure 3.6). This soundwall will be approximately 6,324 feet
in length and 15.5 feet in height.
The following existing soundwalls will remain under the Build Alternative:
• Area 2 – Soundwall 5, westbound I-215 Gibson Road to Stephanie Street
(see Figure 3.7)
• Area 3 – Soundwall 6, westbound I-215 Stephanie Street to Arroyo
Grande Boulevard (see Figure 3.8)
• Area 3 – Soundwall 7, westbound I-215 Arroyo Grande Boulevard to
Valle Verde Drive (see Figure 3.8)

Henderson Interchange
Environmental Assessment Summary

Resource 1

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts

Traffic Noise and
Vibration con’t
(Section 3.3)

Air Quality: Regional
Transportation
Conformity
(Section 3.4)

Area 4 – Soundwall 1, eastbound I-215 Valle Verde Drive to Arroyo
Grande Boulevard (see Figure 3.8)
• Area 5 – Soundwall 2, eastbound I-215 Stephanie Street to Gibson Road
(see Figure 3.7)
• Area 10 – Soundwall 9, northbound I-11 Horizon Drive on-ramp (see
Figure 3.6)
• Area 13 – northbound I-515 Galleria Drive off-ramp (see Figure 3.9)
Mitigation measures for stationary and mobile equipment shall be addressed
in the contract documents; as needed, and could address placement, hours of
operation, noise level limits, or proper maintenance of equipment.
None.
•

No impact.

The project is included in the
Regional Transportation
Commission of Southern Nevada’s
(RTCSN) Access 2050: Regional
Transportation Plan for Southern
Nevada 2021-2050 Amendment
21-11 and NDOT’s Statewide
Transportation Improvement
Program.
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Resource 1
Air Quality: Project
Level Conformity
PM10 Hot-Spot
Analysis
(Section 3.4)

Air Quality:
Greenhouse Gases
(GHG)
(Section 3.4)

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts
No impact.

No impact.

NDOT evaluated the project's
potential to cause localized PM 10
impacts and concluded the project
is unlikely to cause new violations
of the PM 10 National Ambient Air
Quality Standards
(NAAQS).RTCSN’s Air Quality
Interagency Consultation Group
determined that the project is not
a Project of Air Quality Concern
(POAQC). The project is not
expected to cause or contribute to
new localized PM10 violations.
The project will meet the
conformity requirements of 40
CFR 93.116.
NDOT has concluded, based on the
nature of GHG emissions and the
exceedingly small potential GHG
impacts of proposed projects, that
GHG emissions from proposed
actions will not result in
“reasonably foreseeable
significant adverse impacts on the
human environment” (40 CFR
1502.22(b)). The GHG emissions
from the Build Alternative would
be insignificant during project
construction and would be similar
to the No Build Alternative during
operation.
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None.

None.
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Resource 1
Air Quality: Mobile
Source Air Toxics
(MSAT)
(Section 3.4)

Air Quality:
Construction
(Section 3.4)

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts
No impact.

No impact.

MSAT emissions would likely be
lower than present levels in the
2040 design year as a result of the
Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) programs that are
projected to reduce annual MSAT
emissions by over 90 percent
between 2010 and 2050. When a
highway is widened, the localized
level of MSAT emissions for the
Build Alternative could be higher
relative to the No Build Alternative
at certain locations, but this could
be offset by increases in speeds
and reductions in traffic delays
(which are associated with lower
MSAT emissions). On a regional
basis, EPA's vehicle and fuel
regulations, coupled with fleet
turnover, will over time cause
substantial reductions that, in
almost all cases, will cause
regionwide and corresponding
localized MSAT levels to be
substantially lower than today.
Sources of fugitive dust (PM 10
and PM 2.5 ) during project
construction would include
disturbed surface areas at the
construction site and trucks
carrying uncovered loads of soil
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None.

Equipment and vehicles used for construction would comply with EPA’s
emissions standards for on-road vehicles and off-road construction
equipment. NDOT will require its construction contractor to comply with
applicable dust- control requirements in DAQ regulations and implement best
management practices to minimize emissions from construction. The project
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Resource 1

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts

Air Quality:
Construction con’t
(Section 3.4)

Visual Resources
(Section 3.5)

No impact.

and/or debris. Fugitive dust
emissions would vary daily,
depending on the nature and
magnitude of construction activity
and local weather conditions. Dust
emissions would depend on soil
moisture, silt content of the soil,
wind speed, and the number of
equipment operating.
Exhaust emissions during
construction would be generated
by fuel combustion in motor
vehicles and construction
equipment. Construction vehicles
and disruption of normal traffic
flow could result in increased
motor vehicle emissions in certain
areas. These emissions would be
temporary and limited to the
immediate area surrounding the
construction site.
The overall change to resources as
seen in Key Viewpoint 1 would be
low and changes would not be
substantial.
The overall change to resources as
seen in Key Viewpoint 2 would be
moderate and changes would be
moderately substantial.
The overall change to resources as
seen in Key Viewpoint 3 would be

12

will comply with the requirements of the Standard Specifications for Road and
Bridge Construction (NDOT 2014).

Aesthetic treatments already required through NDOT’s Landscape and
Aesthetic program for color and texture would result in visual blending of
proposed facilities into the broader urban background when compared to the
existing facilities. These measures include applying medium tan colored paint
and decorative textures on all new proposed structures, including new bridge
barrier rails, piers, pier caps, retaining walls, and flyovers. Decorative rock
consistent in color and texture with the existing Henderson Interchange
aesthetics treatments will be placed on all bare ground slopes to the NDOT
right-of-way line along I-215 and I-11 to provide slope protection, which also
serves to blend new slopes into the visual background. The lighting system for
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Resource 1

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts

Visual Resources
con’t
(Section 3.5)

Hazardous Materials:
Recognized
Environmental
Conditions
(Section 3.6)

No impact.

moderate with fewer contrasting
features.
The overall change to resources as
seen in Key Viewpoint 4 would be
low. The Build Alternative would
be similar to existing conditions.
The overall change to resources as
seen in Key Viewpoint 5 would be
low and changes would not be
substantial.
The overall change to resources as
seen in Key Viewpoint 6 would be
moderate, changes would be
moderately substantial.
The Build Alternative would not
result in acquisition of properties
identified as REC. However, there
is a potential for soil and
groundwater contamination
within the project limits.
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the Build Alternative will use LED fixtures designed to help mitigate sky glow
and light spillover.

An Environmental Protection Plan will be developed during final design to
address areas of concern and how to test for constituents to control work
environment conditions and address special waste management and disposal
concerns.
NDOT will survey all structures to be disturbed or demolished to determine
the presence of regulated materials, including universal wastes, asbestoscontaining materials, and heavy metals. NDOT will remove, manage, and
dispose all regulated materials in accordance with applicable regulations.
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Resource 1
Recreation
Resources
(Section 3.7)

Table 2. Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation
No Build Alternative Build Alternative Impacts
Mitigation
Impacts
No impact.

The Build Alternative would not
impact and park facilities,
including Acacia Park and Acacia
Demonstration Gardens located
immediately adjacent to the
system interchange.
The Build Alternative would
require reconstruction of
approximately 2,560 feet of the
215 Trail from Gibson Road to
near Acacia Park. The 215 Trail
would be moved to be closer and
parallel to the right-of-way line.
Reconstruction of the 215 Trail
segment is anticipated to last
approximately six months.
Construction of the Build
Alternative would result in
temporary and intermittent
closures of the Harry Reid – UPRR
Trail under the freeway. It is
anticipated that the temporary
and intermittent closures would
occur within a six-month
timeframe while construction
activities occur in the vicinity of
the trail. Trail connectivity under I11 would not be impacted.
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NDOT will develop a plan to communicate with the public regarding
construction schedule, trail closures, and detours throughout construction.
NDOT will work with the City of Henderson to identify trail route detours that
may be needed during construction.

Henderson Interchange
Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing
David Bowers, PE, NDOT Project Manager

WHAT CAN I EXPECT TONIGHT?
Updated project information
Project timeline

Opportunity to submit comments
Discussion with project staff

Virtual Public Hearing: June 8 – July 7
http://dot.nv.gov/hendersoninterchange
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

WHAT CAN I EXPECT TONIGHT?
NDOT and FHWA completed technical studies
and prepared an Environmental Assessment to
evaluate improvements to the Henderson
Interchange
30-day public comment period on findings

Virtual Public Hearing: June 8 – July 7
http://dot.nv.gov/hendersoninterchange
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

WHAT IS NEPA?
 NEPA is the National Environmental Policy Act (1969),
requiring federal agencies to assess the environmental
effects of proposed actions before making decisions
 Using the NEPA process, agencies evaluate the
environmental, social, and economic effects of proposed
actions. Agencies also provide opportunities for public
review and comment on those evaluations
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

WHERE IS THE
PROJECT AREA?
Study area limits:

 Valle Verde Drive to the west,
 Van Wagenen Street to the east,
 Galleria Drive to the north, and
 Horizon Drive to the south

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

WHY IS THE PROJECT
NEEDED?

 Clark County population was 1.5 million
in 2005 when the Henderson
Interchange was constructed; population
has increased to more than 2.2 million
which equals increased traffic demands
 Roadway deficiencies contribute to
traffic backups and travel delay

 Restore local access and connectivity

 Crash rates exceed statewide averages
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

WHAT IS THE
PROJECT’S PURPOSE?

 Eliminate existing roadway deficiencies
in the Henderson Interchange and
surrounding roadways
 Provide transportation improvements
to serve existing and future growth
areas through 2040
 Restore local traffic connectivity
 Accommodate regional and local plans
including bike paths, I-11 and HOV
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

HOW DID WE GET
HERE?
Feasibility Study

 Completed by the City of
Henderson in March 2020

 Included 37 ideas, combined into
3 alternatives
 Resulted in 2 alternatives, Option
1 and Option 2, recommended
for further study
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

HOW DID WE GET
HERE?

Value Analysis Study and
Alternatives Analysis Report
 Value Analysis Study for both
Feasibility Study options completed
August 2020

 Alternative Analysis Report completed
May 2021
 Identified improvements designated as
Option 2A and Option 3
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

HOW DID WE GET
HERE?
Alternatives Refinement – Weighted Scoring
System









Safety
Traffic operations
Performance
Accessibility
Capital cost
Time to construct
Environmental
aspects

 Maintenance of
traffic
(phased
construction)
 Additional generalpurpose lane
 Operations &
maintenance costs

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

RECOMMENDATION FOR
ONE BUILD ALTERNATIVE
TO EVALUATE IN THE NEPA
PROCESS
All information is preliminary and subject to revision

HOW
DID WE
GET
HERE

Build
Alternative
(Option 2A)

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

HOW DOES THE BUILD ALTERNATIVE MEET THE
PURPOSE AND NEED?

1 – Eliminates EB I-215 to SB I-11 merge from 2
lanes to 1

2 – Restores access from Lake Mead Parkway to
Gibson Rd.

3 – Improves EB I-215 weaving approaching the
interchange
4 – Increases distance between NB I-515 on-ramps
from I-215 and from Auto Show Drive
5 – Auxiliary lane prevents queues at Horizon
Drive from backing up into I-11 through lanes
6 – Increases capacity for SB I-515 to WB I-215
7 – Widens Lake Mead Parkway and carries two
full lanes to WB I-215
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

SUMMARY OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

WHAT RESOURCES & IMPACTS DOES NEPA CONSIDER?
 Air Quality
 Land Use
 Biological Resources
 Recreational Resources
 Cultural Resources including  Socioeconomic
Historic & Archaeological
Considerations including
 Energy Resources & Minerals Access & Safety
 Traffic Noise
 Environmental Justice
 Visual Resources
 Floodplains
 Water Resources
 Hazardous Materials
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS

Areas of No Impact
 Biological Resources
 Floodplains
 Water Resources

 Energy Resources and Minerals
 Cultural Resources
 Environmental Justice

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS

Land Use and Socioeconomics
 Meets goals and objectives identified in
local plans
 No acquisition of new right-of-way; no
relocation of homes or businesses
 Temporary construction easement from
Fiesta Henderson Casino
 Improved community cohesion,
connectivity, traffic operations, safety and
access

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS

Traffic Noise and Vibration

 Construct three new soundwalls

 Seven existing soundwalls would remain

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Air Quality

 Included in Regional Transportation Plan and Transportation Improvement Plan
 Interagency consultation determined project is not a Project of Air Quality Concern
 Carbon Monoxide hot spot modeling would not exceed standards
 Low potential for Mobile Source Air Toxins effects

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS
Visual Resources

 Six key viewpoints analyzed
 Visual change range from low to moderate
 Key Viewpoint 2 – I-215 south side looking
northeast
 Key Viewpoint 3 – from Acacia Park looking
northeast
 Key Viewpoint 4 – UPRR crossing under I-11
looking north

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS
Hazardous Materials

 Five locations with Recognized
Environmental Conditions (REC) identified
within the study area
 Build Alternative would not result in
acquisition of properties identified as REC,
however there is potential for soil and
groundwater contamination
 Environmental Protection Plan will be
developed during final design

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS
Recreation Resources

 Trails – 215 Trail runs along the south side of I-215
from Eastern Avenue to Acacia Park where it
connects with the Harry Reid – UPRR Trail. Harry Reid
– UPRR Trail continues south to Paradise Hills Drive.
 Build Alternative would reconstruct 2,560 feet of the
215 Trail from Gibson Road to near Acacia Park
 Temporary and intermittent closures of the Harry
Reid – UPRR Trail under the freeway during
construction
 Combined path sidewalk on north side of Lake Mead
Parkway is retained

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

WHAT IS THE TIMELINE?

Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

HOW DO I PROVIDE COMMENTS?

 Fill out a comment form included in your handout packet & place it in the
comment box or provide verbal comments tonight to the court reporter.
 Visit the project website at dot.nv.gov/hendersoninterchange and follow
the link to the virtual public hearing. Click on the ‘Leave a Comment’
button, available on any page, to provide project feedback and inquiries.

 Submit your comment form by mail:
David Bowers, PE, NDOT Project Manager
123 E. Washington Street, Las Vegas, NV 89101
 Send email to henderson.interchange@dot.nv.gov
Comments accepted until 5 p.m., July 7, 2022
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

HOW DO I STAY INVOLVED?
 Project website: dot.nv.gov/hendersoninterchange

• Link to virtual public hearing (through July 7, 2022)
• Project history, resource links, and contact information
• Information for public hearing – towards project completion

 Project phone: (702) 582-9933 (leave a message)
 Project email: henderson.interchange@dot.nv.gov
Henderson Interchange Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing 6/23/2022

All information is preliminary and subject to revision

David Bowers, PE, NDOT Project Manager
Dallan Affleck, PE, NDOT Assistant Project Manager
henderson.interchange@dot.nv.gov | (702) 582-9933

Henderson Interchange
Project

Environmental Assessment
Public Hearing
Lifeguard Arena
June 23, 2022

Project Area and Schedule
Study Area Limits:
• Horizon Drive to the south
• Galleria Drive to the north

• Valle Verde Drive to the west
• Van Wagenen Street to the east

WE ARE HERE
All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision

Public Hearing
6/23/22

Scan this code to access to the project website

Henderson Interchange Project

1

I-215 eastbound to I-11 southbound interchange ramp
merges from 2 lanes to 1 lane. This merge results in
vehicles waiting in line on the ramp and on eastbound
I-215.

2

The weaving movement on I-215 westbound between the
system interchange ramps and the Gibson Road off-ramp
resulted in increased travel time and delay. In 2017, I-215
was re-striped and barriers were placed to prevent
motorists on Lake Mead Parkway and I-215 West from
exiting at Gibson Road. These barriers eliminated access
for westbound motorists to exit at Gibson Road.

3

The weaving movement on I-215 eastbound between the
Gibson Road on-ramp and the system interchange ramps
results in increased travel time and delay. Traffic on
eastbound I-215 experiences speeds as slow as 40 miles
per hour during the PM peak period. This segment also
exceeds the statewide average for crashes.

4

The I-215 eastbound system ramp merges on to I-515
northbound, followed by the Auto Show Drive on-ramp
merge. These ramp merges occur within about 1/4 mile
and do not include an auxiliary or parallel merge lane.
These successive merges result in traffic slowing to
50 miles per hour on the freeway.

5

Traffic exiting southbound I-11 to Horizon Drive extends to
mainline I-11 as a result of deficiencies along Horizon Drive
at the interchange.

6

The southbound I-515 to westbound I-215 system
interchange ramp experiences substantial travel delay.
Traffic backs up on southbound I-515 and blocks the onramp from Auto Show Drive.

7

Why is the Project Needed?

• Roadway deficiencies contribute to traffic backups and travel delay
• There is a need to restore local access and connectivity
• Crash rates exceed statewide averages
• Traffic volumes are projected to increase by approximately 38
percent between 2017 and 2040

Westbound Lake Mead Parkway drops from 2 lanes to 1
lane at the system interchange. This lane reduction
results in traffic extending to the Lake Mead Parkway and
Eastgate Road intersection. Lake Mead Parkway exceeds
the statewide average crash rate for urban principal
arterials.

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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6/23/22

Scan this code for access to the project website

Henderson Interchange Project

How does the
Build Alternative Address the
Need for the Project?

• Mitigates existing roadway deficiencies, which reduces travel delay
and improves safety
• Restores local access and connectivity

1

The Build Alternative would include two 12-foot-wide lanes on
the I-215 eastbound to I-11 southbound ramp, eliminating the
merge to one lane.

2

The Build Alternative would remove the barriers on I-215
westbound and restore connectivity for motorists traveling from
Lake Mead Parkway to Gibson Road.

3

The Build Alternative reduces the I-215 eastbound weaving
movements by separating the traffic heading to northbound
I-515 via a median (left-side exit) from the traffic heading to
southbound I-11 via a right-hand exit prior to Gibson Road. The
configuration reduces the concentration of vehicles on the
outside lanes of the freeway. Additionally, the ramp to I-515
southbound is accessible sooner, between the Gibson Road
off- and on-ramps.

4

The Build Alternative separates traffic from eastbound I-215
entering northbound I-515 via a median entrance on the left
from the Auto Show Drive on-ramp entrance on the right; and
repurposes the existing on-ramp from I-215 to I-515 to instead
convey the much lower traffic volumes from westbound Lake
Mead Parkway to northbound I-515. While the successive
right-side merges would be retained, the traffic volumes would
be reduced to a point that can be accommodated by the
successive merges.

5

The Build Alternative would construct an auxiliary lane on
southbound I-11 that is forced to exit at the Horizon Drive
interchange. The auxiliary lane is anticipated to prevent backups
and slowdowns at the Horizon Drive interchange from impacting
traffic flow on I-11.

6

The Build Alternative would construct a three-lane (in each
direction) median-to-median connection between I-215 and
I-515. This median connector would accommodate future
projected traffic volumes.

7

The Build Alternative includes 2 lanes for westbound Lake Mead
Parkway through the system interchange. Lake Mead Parkway
would be 4 lanes in each direction between Eastgate Road/Fiesta
Henderson Boulevard and Van Wagenen Street.

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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Henderson Interchange Project

Alternatives Considered
The Henderson Interchange Feasibility Study was completed in February 2020. The study resulted in two alternatives,
Option 1 and Option 2, recommended for further study. A Value Analysis Study for both Feasibility Study options was
completed in August 2020, which identified improvements designated as Option2A and Option 3.
Option 1 - Eliminated from further study

Option 2 – Eliminated from further study

Option 2A – Build Alternative

Existing interchange style retained ramp and
freeway reconstruction with additional lanes
to accommodate 2040 traffic volumes

Crossover style interchange with ramps and
freeway widened to accommodate
2040 traffic volumes

Modification of Option 2 crossover,
where only the east-west roadways
(I-215 and Lake Mead Parkway) cross over

Option 3 – Eliminated
l
d ffrom ffurther
h study
d
Existing “core” interchange retained, with a flyover
median connector added between I-515 and I-215

Alternative Ranking – Weighted Scoring System

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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Henderson Interchange Project

System Interchange
Existing (No Build)

Build Alternative
Looking Northeast

Looking Northeast

To Downtown Las Vegas

To Downtown Las Vegas

Black Mountain
Industrial Center

Black Mountain
Industrial Center

Acacia Park

Acacia Park

Existing (No Build)

Build Alternative
Looking Southwest

Looking Southwest
To Boulder City

To Boulder City

Acacia Park

Acacia Park

Fiesta Henderson
Hotel and Casino

Fiesta Henderson
Hotel and Casino

Black Mountain
Industrial Center

Black Mountain
Industrial Center

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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Henderson Interchange Project

Build Alternative – System Interchange

Westbound I-215 crosses
over eastbound I-215

Black Mountain
Industrial Center

Acacia Park

Westbound Lake Mead Parkway crosses
over eastbound Lake Mead Parkway
and passes under I-515/I-11

Legend
Fiesta Henderson
Hotel and Casino

Roadway
Structure

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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Henderson Interchange Project

Traveling from Lake Mead Pkwy to Gibson Road
Existing (No Build)
In 2017, I-215 was re-striped and barriers were placed to
prevent motorists on Lake Mead Parkway and I-215 West
from exiting at Gibson Road. These barriers eliminated
access for westbound motorists to exit at Gibson Road.

Build Alternative

The Build Alternative restores access
to Gibson Road from westbound Lake
Mead Parkway.

Access to Gibson Road via
westbound Lake Mead Parkway

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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Henderson Interchange Project

Project Improvements
Existing (No Build ) – Eastgate Road

Fiesta Henderson
Hotel and Casino

Black Mountain
Industrial Center

Eastgate Rd.

Fiesta Henderson Blvd.

Build Alternative – Eastgate Road Improvements

Fiesta Henderson
Hotel and Casino

Black Mountain
Industrial Center

Eastgate Rd.

Fiesta Henderson Blvd.

Lake Mead Pkwy.

Lake Mead Pkwy.

Existing (No Build ) – Auto Show Drive
No access to I-215 West
from Auto Show Dr.

Build Alternative – Auto Show Drive Improvements
Full access to I-215 West
from Auto Show Dr.

Auto Show Dr.

I-215 traffic can exit to
Auto Show Dr.
Lake Mead Pkwy. traffic
uses Eastgate Rd. to
access Auto Show Dr.

NB I-515

No access from I-215
East to Auto Show Dr.

Auto Show Dr.

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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Henderson Interchange Project

Environmental Impacts – Visual Resources
KEY VIEWPOINT 1

KEY VIEWPOINT 2

KEY VIEWPOINT 3

View from multi-use path on the south side of I-215
looking northeast towards the Gibson Road Interchange

View from multi-use path east of Gibson Road,
looking northeast towards the Henderson Interchange

View from Acacia Park looking northeast
towards the Henderson Interchange

EXISTING

EXISTING

EXISTING

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

The overall changes to visual resources would be
low and the changes would not be substantial

The overall changes to visual resources would be
moderate and the changes would be moderately substantial

The overall changes to visual resources would be
moderate with fewer contrasting features

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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Henderson Interchange Project

Environmental Impacts – Visual Resources
Key Viewpoint 4

Key Viewpoint 5

Key Viewpoint 6

View from multi-use path behind Waterwheel Falls
Drive and Opal Drive, looking northwest towards the
Henderson Interchange

View looking west to I-215 from residences in multifamily homes at the Dream Apartments from Wigwam
Parkway west of Gibson Road, on the north side of I-215

View looking north from the street through the
space between the single family homes at
764 and 768 Viento del Montagana towards I-215

EXISTING

EXISTING

EXISTING

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

BUILD ALTERNATIVE

The overall changes to visual resources would be
low and would be similar to existing conditions

The overall changes to visual resources would be
low and the changes would not be substantial

The overall changes to visual resources would be
moderate and the changes would be moderately substantial

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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Henderson Interchange Project

Environmental Impacts – Traffic Noise
The Build Alternative will construct three new soundwalls at the following locations:
• Eastbound I-215 from just west of Gibson Road to the system interchange. This soundwall will be
approximately 11.5 feet high for 1,492 feet and 13.5 feet high for 2,057 feet, for a total distance of
4,549 feet (0.86 miles).
• Southbound I-11 from UPRR crossing to Horizon Drive off-ramp. This soundwall will be approximately
6,240 feet (1.18 miles) in length and 11.5 feet in height.
• Northbound I-11 from Horizon Drive on-ramp to UPRR crossing. This soundwall will be approximately
6,324 feet (1.19 miles) in length and 15.5 feet in height.

Existing soundwall
at Horizon Drive
on-ramp

Seven existing soundwalls will remain:
• Westbound I-215 from Gibson Road to
Stephanie Street, Stephanie Street to Arroyo
Grande Blvd, and Arroyo Grande Blvd to Valle
Verde Drive
• Northbound I-11 Eastbound I-215 from Valle
Verde Drive to Arroyo Grande Blvd and
Stephanie Street to Gibson Road
• at Horizon Drive off-ramp
• Northbound I-515 at Galleria Drive off-ramp

All information presented is preliminary and subject to revision
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COMMENT

FORM

Public Hearing
Henderson Interchange Project
June 23, 2022
Please Print Clearly
Date: ___________________________
Name: __________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________ State:
Phone (Day): __________________________

_________

ZIP Code:

______________

Phone (Evening): ________________________

Email Address: ___________________________________________________________________
Was the information presented easy to understand?

YES

NO

Would you like a representative to contact you concerning your question
or comment?

YES

NO

Comment/Question: ______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Comments will be accepted through 5 p.m. Thursday, July 7, 2022
Please mail to: David Bowers, NDOT
123 E. Washington Street, Las Vegas, NV 89101
Thank you for your time and interest in this project
PROJECT TEAM USE ONLY:
Date Addressed/Answered:
Comments:

NOTICE: The information you provide becomes a public record
subject to disclosure (NRS 239.0107).

FORMA

E

COMENTARIOS

La Audencia Pública
Proyecto del Intercambio de Henderson
23 de Junio de 2022
Por Favor Escriba Claramente
Fecha: _________________________
Nombre:

_______________________________________________________________________

Domicilio:

______________________________________________________________________

Ciudad: ____________________________

Estado: _______ Código Postal: _______________

Número Telefónico
(De Día): ______________________________

Número Telefónico
(De Noche): ___________________________

Correo Electrónico: _______________________________________________________________
¿Se demostró la información de una forma facil de entender?

SI

NO

¿Le gustaría que un representante se comunique con usted sobre su
pregunta o comentario?

SI

NO

Comentarios/Preguntas: ___________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Comentarios serán aceptados hasta las 5 de la tarde del jueves 7 de Julio de 2022
Por favor envíe comentarios al domicilio siguiente:
David Bowers, NDOT, 123 E. Washington Street, Las Vegas, NV 89101
¡Gracias por su tiempo y interés en este proyecto!
PROJECT TEAM USE ONLY:
Date Addressed/Answered:
Comments:

AVISO: La información que proporcione se convierte en un
registro público sujeto a divulgación (NRS 239.0107).

